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No. A liquid contains air, a glass does not. A glass can hold a 
liquid, while glass will sit at the bottom of a liquid, because glass 
is more dence. A person can wear eye glasses, on their face, but, 
the lens of the eye, is made of liquid. A person, can even wear a 
glass eye, with which, they can only see, with the other one.
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Is glass liquid or solid?
math.ucr.edu/home/baez/physics/General/Glass/glass.html
Is glass liquid or solid? It is sometimes said that glass in very old churches is thicker at
the bottom than at the top because glass is a liquid, and so over several centuries it has
flowed towards the bottom.

Is Glass a Liquid or a Solid? - ThoughtCo
https://www.thoughtco.com/glass-a-liquid-or-a-solid-608340
So, for the glass to be a liquid it would need to be able to change its shape or flow. Does
glass flow? No, it does not! Probably the idea that glass is a liquid came from observing
old window glass, which is thicker at the bottom than at the top. This gives the
appearance that gravity may have caused the glass to slowly flow.

Fact or Fiction?: Glass Is a (Supercooled) Liquid ...
https://www.scientificamerican.com/article/fact-fiction-glass-liquid
When glass is made, the material (often containing silica) is quickly cooled from its liquid
state but does not solidify when its temperature drops below its melting point. At this
stage, the material is a supercooled liquid, an intermediate state â€¦

Is Glass a Liquid? - YouTube
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=c6wuh0NRG1s

Sep 30, 2015 · Stained glass is thicker at the bottom - so
is it a liquid? Earth's mantle enables plate tectonics, so is
it a liquid? Check out Audible: http://bit.ly/Audib...
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The â€˜glass is a liquidâ€™ myth has finally been
destroyed
https://io9.gizmodo.com/the-glass-is-a-liquid-myth-has-finally...
Part of the reason is that glass is a supercooled viscous substance that was vitrified â€”
a massive change in physical properties in which a first-order phase transition was
avoided (unlike the standard solid/liquid/gas state of matter transitions).

Is Glass A Solid Or A Liquid? | IFLScience
www.iflscience.com/chemistry/glass-solid-or-liquid
Before Pilkingtons invented plate glass in the mid-19th century, flat panes could not be
made. Old windows are uneven. Some once thought this was because glass is a liquid
that flows down slowly over the centuries. Thatâ€™s wrong.

Is Glass a Liquid at Room Temperature | Is Glass a Liquid
https://www.livescience.com/34511-glass-liquid-at-room-temperature...
That happens, we were told, because glass is a liquid at room temperature, and over the
centuries, it slowly flowed downward. But recently, scientists examined a sample of 20-
million-year-old Dominican amber, a naturally occurring glass.

Watch: Is Glass a Liquid? - ScienceAlert
https://www.sciencealert.com/watch-is-glass-a-liquid
So if glass was a liquid, its atoms would be able to slide past each other at room
temperature, but in glass that doesn't happen. It's not just glass that's confusing, there
are liquids out there that behave more like a solid, like pitch.
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